
JK-PK130
Automatic clothes folding packing machine

Features

An economical automatic garment folding and packaging equipment. Small size, 
small floor area, high cost performance, suitable for small and medium-sized 
garment factories, and the machine has strong universality and a wide range of 
applicable garments. 

The machine realizes the continuous operation of garment automatic folding and 
automatic packaging, improves the standard degree of garment folding and 
folding packaging efficiency, and greatly reduces the labor cost. It is suitable for 
all kinds of garment enterprises.

The packing speed of the machine is 8-10 pieces per minute and 450-550 pieces 
per hour (related to the speed of manual laying clothes). One machine with 2 
workers can pack 4000-5000 pieces per day.



Applicable clothing

MORE 
INFORMATION 

Applicable plastic bag

PE / PP / OPP self-adhesive envelope plastic bag, with the width of 23 ~ 42cm;
Not applicable to zipper bags, flat pockets and pillow bags.

Machine functions

1：Automatic folding clothing, automatic bag opening by machine and automatic 

bag entry of clothing.

2：The length and width of clothing after folding can be adjusted and set 

arbitrarily within the allowable value range.

3：The machine can automatically detect the length of clothes. When the size of 

clothes is different, the machine can intelligently identify and automatically fold the 
corresponding first fold length,

Ensure uniform length after folding, so that clothes of different sizes can be folded 
into uniform size and bagged without changing plastic bags

4：The machine can automatically calculate the number of completed pieces and 

set multiple alarm functions

5：The machine can be used separately in two sections:

Part1 folding machine can only fold into the bag

Part2 bag feeding machine, only bag feeding without folding.

Not applicable to：

Chiffon, silk and other texture clothing, super soft surface clothing with too many accessories, cotton clothes and down 

clothes, And other clothes that are not easy to form under the condition of manual folding.



Technical Specification

MORE 
INFORMATION 

Minimum width 
of clothing(mm)

Model 350
Maximum width 
of clothing(mm)

900

Minimum length 
of clothing(mm)

Minimum width 
after folding(mm)

Minimum length 
after folding(mm)

Minimum size of 
plastic bag(mm)

Maximum packing 
speed(PCS / h)

Voltage (V)

Maximum 
power (kw)

400

200

200

280*230

600

220

0.8

Maximum length 
of clothing(mm)

Maximum width 
after folding(mm)

Maximum length 
after folding(mm)

Maximum size of 
plastic bag(mm)

Bag sealing type

Air pressure 
(MPA)

Machine size 
(mm)

800

380

Manual bag 
sealing

0.6

Front part：
1840*1050*1150

Behind part：
880*550*1080

400

500*420
JK-PK130
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